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 planes, .rock and .soil Coverage of the airport and immediate vicinity Automatically generated water reflections and textures for the oceans, lakes and oceans Global illumination on the water, forests, seas and on the buildings Detailed lighting in all kinds of environments High-definition cityscapes including night-scapes Global illumination with sun, moon and stars Architectural detail for all
buildings 2.5 million shaders/environmental effects Parallax mapping for plants .and last, but not least: .WPF and.NET 2.0 xOrbitControls xzoom.or xplanet.dot xplanetwnd.dot epxorbitcontrols epxzoom xplanet xplanetwnd Google Earth Plugin Google Earth API Google Earth Plug-in Google Earth.NET API Windows Form plug-in ArcGIS Server: xplanet ArcGIS Server: xplanetwnd ArcGIS Server:
Google Earth Plug-in .NET Windows Forms Mapping API For each of the above mentioned plugins and SDKs, there are some examples on how to get your 3D worlds rendered in the respective plugins and SDKs. A 2-day workshop was organised to discuss “The Risk of Terrorism in Karnataka”. This workshop was organized by the Karnataka State Anti-Terrorism Squad (ATS) in association with

Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) and Bajrang Dal in Bengaluru on the evening of August 21 and 22 in order to discuss the present scenario of counter-terrorism and its effectiveness, ways to curb it and effective steps to be taken to guard against it. Karnataka State Anti-Terrorism Squad (ATS) Chief R S Bhaskar, Additional SP (ATS), S Dharmaraj, KSR Rao, SR Chandran and other members of ATS
were present for the discussion. (Budding police officer, Anil Kumar, being assigned to Counter Terrorism Unit in Bengaluru Police, was the main resource person for the workshop.) The workshop was very well attended with more than fifty delegates from various fields. Among the various topics, the delegation discussed the latest 82157476af
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